After receiving the feedback from your students, communicate to them what changes to a Canvas quiz or survey once you have published it directly into your Canvas course.

- Consider asking questions about what is working and what adjustments might need to be made:

  - The following open-ended questions will provide more detailed feedback on your students’ experiences.

  - What has helped your learning the most so far?
  - What has been the most challenging aspect?
  - The pacing of the course (number of assignments, deadlines, expected time for completing assignments)
  - The communication I am receiving from my instructor is sufficient.
  - I understand what is expected from me in this new learning environment.

  - These questions can be used for answering any ended questions will provide more detailed feedback on your students’ experiences.

A Message from IT: Securing Zoom Meetings

Today, below our daily tips on remote teaching, you will find updated trouble shooting instructions for securing Zoom meetings.

- A benefit of using the IT support services is that they can help secure Zoom meetings.

Below are suggestions from staff in ID&T and DMS for addressing some of the issues you might run into with Zoom meetings.

- Go here to learn more about IT support services.

A Message from the Dean of Students

A benefit of using the IT support services is that they can help secure Zoom meetings.

- A benefit of using the IT support services is that they can help secure Zoom meetings.

Concern link at www.xavier.edu/studentconcern

- A benefit of using the IT support services is that they can help secure Zoom meetings.

A Message from the Director of Student Integrity at Xavier University

- A benefit of using the IT support services is that they can help secure Zoom meetings.
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